Curtis Arboretum Conservation & Landscape Management Plan
2.8. Maintenance & Management
Curtis Arboretum as beautiful as it appears suffers from deferred maintenance. In the
survey, a large number of the respondents have recognized that the maintenance is not
adequate. The Township has been unable to keep up the maintenance because of the
economic conditions that have prevented them from hiring staff as they retired or left the
Township. In addition, the high level of human and financial resources that Curtis
Arboretum requires will be difficult to offset with income. Subsequently, only basic health
and safety issues have been addressed at the park. Funding has not been available to
hire an arborist to assess and repair the trees or masons to skillfully fix the historic
walkways, terraces, stone pediments, etc. The park maintenance staff has only a few
remaining staff to mow lawns, trim hedges and to perform other basic grounds work.
Many of the storm drains are not working, areas are eroding and invasive species have
taken over the natural areas. These issues have been addressed because they
apparently are not a high priority that impacts the regular use and programming. The
longer these deferred maintenance issues are postponed, the more complex and
expensive they will become. In time, the property assets will be in such poor condition,
they will be beyond repair.
Additionally, because maintenance at the park is performed by several departments
including the highway department and park and recreation staff, work is not coordinated
and is often is performed when the staff is available, not necessarily when it is the
optimum time. All staff is generalists, and do not have the different skills needed to
perform the maintenance in a workman-like manner. Examples are the poorly trimmed
shrubs, many trees with major lawn mower nicks, and bare soil and erosion from
excessively and too closely mown lawns.
There is no one individual overseeing the entire work task and scheduling. According to
Bruce Rangow, Director of Financial Affairs, there is no current financial system to track
all the operating expenses of Curtis Arboretum. All the Township park maintenance is in
one budget administered by the Park and Recreation Department. Capital improvements
are rarely completed although listed in the annual budgets. The park in is dire need of a
park maintenance and management system.
2.8.1. Property Management
There is no formal property management system that has basic elements to accurately
manage Curtis Arboretum. These include:
• Property portfolio that has copies of all Curtis related legal documents.
• Maintenance standards
• Inspection process
• Documentation: a reporting and recording system for data including daily
operations, list of land building and equipment
• Planning and scheduling
• Budgeting: projecting budgets for routine operations and capital maintenance
projects.
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Curtis Arboretum Conservation & Landscape Management Plan
2.9. Summary of Resource Inventory & Analysis
The pedestrian and vehicular circulation at Curtis Arboretum is in need of reorganization
to better serve the public. There needs to be an easy and organized manner in which to
access the program areas within this passive park. Some of the most obvious manmade historical landscape features at Curtis Arboretum consist of beautiful stonewalls,
staircases, and historical remnants of the property’s illustrative history. This includes the
mid-nineteenth century gentleman farm, the estate of the American industrialist Cyrus H.
K. Curtis and the renowned Olmsted Brothers landscape architectural design for a
passive recreational park and arboretum for the Township. Over time these man made
features have fallen into varying states of disrepair mostly as a result of the increasing
cost for the Township to maintain the aging facilities. Some of the more recently added
man-made landscape features such as signage and seating, although useful, lack
consistency and do little to provide a unifying element in the park. A cogent system of
design elements can be developed to bring the property out of deferred maintenance
and reveal the treasures the previous owners so earnestly prized and left for the public
to enjoy.
Low native diversity, high numbers of invasive species, and poor ecosystem functioning
are major characteristics of the natural systems at Curtis Arboretum. The natural areas
along the creek and property edges have succumbed to the ravages of invasive species
that have plagued most of the urban and suburban Tookany/Tacony-Frankford
Watershed. Although there are significant tree species, many are in need of immediate
attention by an arborist if the Township would like to continue the “arboretum” part of the
park name. Without regular, ongoing professional care, the trees will continue to decline.
The 250 arboretum trees, water features and open spaces are primary attractions for the
public and will need much work and the community’s stewardship.
A master plan can provide the direction to restore Curtis Arboretum back to its former
glory. The deferred maintenance that exists presently did not occur overnight; therefore it
will take time and incremental funding to bring back this much beloved public park.
Despite the current condition of the existing features, they provide the inspiration for
great opportunities to add character and resurrect the identity of the park for future
generations to learn and appreciate Curtis Arboretum’s history and relevance.
Figure 2-4 Summary Chart of Recommendations, lists more of the specific issues and
general recommendations.
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Figure 2-3
Chronological History of Curtis Arboretum

1863

William Penn Land Grant to William Frampton.

1800’s

Thomas Mather purchases part of Frampton grant (working farm, orchards).

1848

Owen Cadwadaler purchased the land from Thomas Mather.

1854

Abraham Barker, founder of Barker Bank, one of Philadelphia’s most successful banks,
buys property and names it ‘Lyndon’ after his ancestral home in England in 1866 to expand
Lyndon. Local lore indicates that Alexander Bell gave a demonstration of his new
invention, the telephone, at ‘Lyndon’, hoping to seek funding from Barker. Barker did not
fund.

1858

Barker purchased adjoining land from congressman Joel Mann.

1890

Barker Brothers went bankrupt and vacates the house.

1891

Cyrus Curtis rented the property.

1893

Cyrus Curtis buys the property that contains ‘Lyndon’.

1895

Cyrus Curtis purchased the rest of the Lyndon estate from the Barker Trustees.

1895
-96

Cyrus Curtis’ new mansion is constructed.
- Thomas Meehan, Philadelphia Horticulturalist & Nurseryman hired to plant the property.

1899

Cyrus Curtis expanded his holdings by purchasing the Lois Starr estate.

1917

Cyrus Curtis tears down the house and rebuilds, adding the Music Room to ‘Lyndon’.

1933

Cyrus Curtis dies at ‘Lyndon’.

1936
-40

Cyrus’ Daughter Mary Louise Curtis Bok tears down ‘Lyndon’ and hires renowned
Landscape Architects, the Olmsted Brothers to subdivide the property selling off lots and
creating a park and to develop the arboretum; Architect Erling H. Pedersen hired to
oversee the demolition of ‘Lyndon’ and adding new building features to the music room
and the potting shed that exist today.
- Curtis Park is offered to Cheltenham Township free of charge.

1943

Mary Louise Bok marries Efrem Zimbalist, father of the star of “The FBI”, Efrem
Zimbalist, Jr.

1970

Mary Louise Curtis Bok Zimbalist dies and heirs sue Cheltenham Township to regain the
acreage she had given to the Township.

1974

Township condemns property and negotiated a cash settlement with heirs.

2012

Cheltenham is awarded a grant from PA DCNR to develop a conservation and
management master plan for Curtis Arboretum to guide its efficient future use.

Complied by NAM Planning & Design, LLC with assistance from Tom Wieckowski

Feature
All 3 entrances have constraints exiting with poor sight lines for vehicles.

Inventory/Analysis

Close Greenwood Avenue exit to public. Only use for police directed exiting and maintenance.

Recommendation

Figure 2-4 Curtis Arboretum Conservation & Landscape Management Plan Inventory/Analysis & Recommendations

Access

Develop attractive entrances: plantings, signage, lighting.

No pedestrian/bike access and connection to township wide trails.

Mill asphalt and repave roads.

Entrance at Rock Creek Drive for pedestrian /bike access, sitting areas

Insufficient. 2 official parking areas with random small area pull-offs

pollution into watershed.

Many roads drain to ponds, unnamed creek, and Rock Run that brings NPS

Consider valet parking for larger events. Use porous paving or permeable pavers for

Provide small parking areas adjacent to program areas. Increase overflow parking areas.

or rain gardens for groundwater recharge. Use porous asphalt and, or permeable pavers.

Grade roads away from natural water sources and towards small infiltration system

Confusing circulation: 1 way roads do not function effectively.

Create 1 way circulation with drop off at new catering configuration.

Create 2 way circulation on main roads.

with proposed increased pedestrians for events.

Move dog park to another site when basin is built.

disrupting existing natural / cultural features.) Connect at Church and Greenwood Avenues.
Over sized and too close to the creek allowing dog waste to flow into creek.

Develop a dog registration system requiring current vaccinations & annual fee.

No pedestrian circulation/ trail system; only random walking around the park.

Develop trail/walking system through the site. (ADA compliant when feasible without

2 way around existing building/catering area too busy with

overflow and valet parking.

No marked accessible parking spaces except in event parking lot

Historic brick gutters are paved over, creating poor drainage and loss of historic character. Restore the brick gutters around historic garden and building where possible.

edges loose or crubling asphalt;

Poor condition with decades of mixed patching, cracked areas and potholes. Road

condition of historic features- iron gates, stone walls, lights,signage..

Entrances not welcoming or giving sense of site importance. Poor physical

Roads

Parking

Circulation

Dog Park

Dogs are not checked for current vaccinations.
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Feature
Cacaphony of unattractive signage, inconsistent graphic communication

Inventory/Analysis

Develop cogent system with heirarchy of signage reflective of Curtis' historic character.

Recommendation

with little historic recognition of, or location of program or site features

Way Finding

that are not standard sizes. Discontinue volunteers making benches for safety reasons.
Hire skilled mason to repair historic features.

Select a period style of benches. More rustic benches in natural areas. Remove benches

Hire skilled mason to repair historic bridges.

Bench style not in keeping with historic character of site. Some appear to

Stone work in various stages of disrepair. Often repairs do not match

Remove fencing across bridges and add ornimental chain

be made incorrectly and in unstable condition.

Original mortar or style. Some in need of immediate repair or integrity

Benches

Walls, Steps

will be lost.

Select trash receptacles that are a period style with benches and lighting fixtures.

and appreciation of this significant resource.

Mostly hidden without specific areas to access beautiful views, geology, creek

Widen buffer when dog park is moved.

section near Rock Creek Drive.

Develop overlook/ connection that connects with Temple University master plan

of dog park

Unnamed Creek is piped under lower parking lot.

from creek. Reduce overall size. Add more parking near Environmental Education Area.

Develop an emergent wetland area for long-term environmental education study area

Upper pond has largely invasive turtle and fish species; requires regular

native species. Signage for public to stop feeding fish and not to put in unwanted pets.

Work with Arcadia to develop baseline study of pond life and long term monitoring of

with Arcadia.

dredging. Poor water appearance with algae. Residents can be seen feeding

Part of headwater area piped near old entrance road.

Daylight creek in lower parking lot; add riparian buffer and move parking away

Detention basin proposed by DEP in most of flood plain area along Rock Creek. It will

to be taken out of service. Trash often overflowing in areas.

Most trash receptacles in poor condition and of various styles. Many need

Bridges

Trash Receptacles

Natural Features
Rock Run

Unnamed Creek

Ponds

Lower pond has aerator with mimimal fish and turtles.

Storm drain discharging into pond appears broken and nonfunctioning.

creek and ponds.

Need to change landscape maintenance practices of grading road runoff towards

Remove all stormwater apertances discharging into ponds.

fish and turtles regularly.

Pond needs riparian buffer to keep NPS from running off road.
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Feature
Landscape
Lawn areas

Vegetation

Invasives

Inventory/Analysis

Recommendation

Keep only the large lawn area below formal garden and creagte meadows. Discontinue

decrease NPS pollution and downstream flooding.

Add mulch rings around all trees and planted beds.

Develop specific areas that can be managed as meadows, or riparian buffers to

Lawn areas used for parking, cause soil compaction and dieback of trees.

Consult arborist on trees in fair to poor.

Park mowed in too many areas that are wet, too steep and do not serve a

Many trees and shrubs have damage from lawn mowers and lack of routine maintenance.

specific program function.

(see vegetation condition map for specific trees)

Develop ongoing management strategy to control invasives; Recruit volunteers to

Maintenance

Routine

damaged trees, shrubs improperly pruned… due to limited staff and inadequate

Serious deferred maintenance throughout the park: erosion, invasives,

and labor costs.

In general, no property management system that tracks material

Retrain park maintenance staff in sustainable maintenance practices and proper pruning

Develop township wide property maintenance system, listing priority list of maintenance.

the trees.

Begin to develop a computerized system to track ongoing maintenance, especially

regular removal.

parking on lawns; use grass pavers for overflow parking.

Most wooded areas along property line dominated by invasive species.

Deferred

techniques. Replace park staff through retirement, etc, with persons who have a background

Management

Maintenance

maintenance expertise to address the landscape in a sustainable manner.

Form a 501 c 3 to oversee implementation of the Curtis Arboretum Conservation & Landscape
Management Plan.

in ecology and, or arborculture, similar to High School Park.
Overall lack of oversight / coordination of maintenance and events at Curtis.

Park Management
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